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By Annie Kagan (2013-03-01). Hampton Roads Publishing.
Annie Kagan is not a medium or a psychic, she did not die and come back to life; in fact, when she was
awakened by her deceased brother, she thought perhaps she had gone a little crazy.
In The Afterlife of Billy Fingers: How My Bad-Boy Brother Proved to Me There's Life After Death, Kagan shares
the extraordinary story of her after death communications (ADC) with her brother Billy, who began
speaking to her just weeks after his unexpected death.

One of the most detailed and profound ADC's ever recorded, Kagan's book takes the reader beyond the
near-death experience Billy's vivid, real-time account of his on-going journey through the mysteries of
death will change the way you think about life, death and your place in the Universe.
In his foreword, Dr. Raymond Moody, author of Life after Life, explains the phenomena of walkers
between the worlds, known to us since ancient times, and says that Dr. Kagan's thought-provoking
account is an excellent example that they still exist.
The materials presented in this class are informative only. Thus, you are free to draw your own conclusions
based on your attitudes, beliefs and choices, in concert with own your personal choices and perceptions.

How My Bad Boy Brother Proved to Me There is Life After Death.
NOTE:
Each human life and afterlife is a unique
experience, as guided by Life’s ABCs: One’s
personal Awareness, Beliefs and Choices,
desires, energy, fears, gusto, health, inspirations,

joy

…

“I hope that through these pages people will realize they are not alone. I hope they will feel their
immortality, even for a fraction of a second, so they can lose some of their fear of dying. Then,
will they have a more terrific death, they will also have a better life.” – p 117
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How My Bad Boy Brother Proved to Me There is Life After Death.

Annie Kagan, a chiropractor and songwriter living in
Manhattan, abandoned her hectic city life in search of
serenity in a small, secluded house by the bay.
Her brother Billy died unexpectedly and began
speaking to her from the afterlife: “It’s me, darling, it’s
Billy! I’m drifting weightlessly through gorgeous stars
and galaxies and I feel a Divine Presence, a kind, loving,
beneficent presence, twinkling all around me. Death
isn’t as serious as you think it is. So far, it’s very
enjoyable. Couldn’t be better, really.”
http://http://www.soullove.com/interview-with-annie-kagan-author-of-the-afterlife-of-billy-fingers/
As time went on and he began to give me clues I definitely began to believe it, more and more. But the
strange thing was that I would go back and forth between being in this beautiful expanded consciousness
and having my mind come in and doubt the whole thing. Every time he would give me proof, it was almost
like being struck by lightning. It was always as if he would give me a clue and I were to find the answer to
that clue which proved that he was indeed real and that I wasn’t imagining it. It was almost like a bolt of
lightning would come through me and clear my entire nervous system. It was quite strong, very disorienting
and even to this day it’s disorienting. It’s a shock that erases my limitations and my beliefs about who we are
and what we’re capable of and what we’re doing here.
“The shadow is illusory and temporary. Bliss, ultimately bliss and light are the truer and
stronger reality. Earth is just a stopover. A kind of game. Make it a star game.”

How My Bad Boy Brother Proved to Me There is Life After Death.
Week 1

Part 1 – Silly Billy

Chapters 1, 2, 3

1 - The First Thing That Happens – the police leave a message about William Cohen 5
8%
Why? One more drug deal? Billy was homeless, addicted, & sick before he died …
“Take care of him for me” Hours later, Billy was dead. Tex: “That’s grief”. The storm, was it Billy?
Just before birthday sunrise: “Annie, Annie, it’s me, Billy. Get the red notebook”
10
11%
“The first thing that happens is bliss.” “Sucked up” … I went with it. … nothing but light. … Daddy
Divine Presence … all meet again Are you real or am I dreaming you? The sign: a White Cloud! 13-16

2 - Still Billy – Meditate on the light within & Share It! Hey Princess, Good morning!
17
“One of the main things we’re doing when we‘re alive, is trying to remember what we forgot” 18
“You don’t toughen up you go under”? Life is learning – not sin and debt. Pain is part of life!
The Soul wants to be understood or known. Give Tex a coin. (He’d never met her!)
19
Was all this real? It was Billy’s voice, but are these delusions? But it was outside of me. 20-21
3 years before- Suddenly life fell apart. “Find my car” … “My card holder” … Hans knew! 24
3 – The Divine Nature of All Things – She tells Tex, “Billy’s been talking to me.:
25
“What does he like to talk about?” “Bliss, light, invisible Higher Beings.” Read it in class? 26
Billy’s experiences, not yours … a new novel! “I definitely haven’t disappeared”, says Billy.
“Bliss is like being in love, multiplied by1000. It’s fulfilling in and of itself. Laws here – inclined in your
Sparkling light rays are with me, all around & have personality, love, wisdom, knowledge. 27
Humans cannot see light; only reflection. Things change. “Maya”, illusion! The truth is …
The Posthumous Memoirs of Cras Cubas!

14%
16%

19%
favor.

Humans make stuff up and then they believe it!
We have also created our own Illusions of separation – from Light, God and each other.
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Week 3
Part 2 – Even The Soul Changes
Chapters 13, 14, 15
13 – Two Universes Passing in the Light– I couldn’t wait to hear from Billy again. 79
43%
An oval blue light appeared above my bed. It was Billy! Focusing I could hear his voice.
The more you focus, the better you’ll hear. Nostalgia, but no neuralgia, arthralgia or fibromyalgia
I was enjoying being the universe … the joy of Ingrid; as suns, moons and stars, in a dance of love!

All the ages and stages of Ingrid were there … the baby, the teenager, the bride and druggie.
I loved her Divine Magnificence! Are we the Universe? Google it!

14 – I Don’t Know – The light lingered when I focused on it - not easy to speak in my state 83

45%

It’s hard to string thoughts together. The greatest experience of my life, I mean death.

A bliss beyond anything that can be imagined. Virtually enhanced thoughts. Alone, yet All One. 84
Earth is a game. Make it a Star Game!
Stay free in that game, find the glory within, beyond it all …
Meet me at the ocean. How to make your life a Star Game? BECOME THE UNIVERSE! Beyond fear!
15 – New Body– I wasn’t quite grounded in my own world, yet didn’t have Billy.
87
47%
Had Billy finally dissolved into the universe? I loved him more now that when he was alive!
The blue light returns. Hello from Barbados. We’re supposed to write this book!
Floating around - I (Billy) was sucked into my light body. I don’t think of no body. I AM WHAT IS!
I’m still me, but different. Becoming the universe changed me, prepared me for this “Now”.
I have no robes but I’m young again. With no mirror, I just know this. I’m more like “myself”!
My so-called misbehaving was my way of finding my own truth – in that illusion-filled planet.
Now, instead of a wise guy, I’m a wise man. Meet St Barnabas, (1 st century) born Joseph.
I’m like te Prodigal Son … welcomed …able to talk to you … arrange synchronicities …
I was not stupid. I just didn’t go along with the Party Line. You are your own light, truth and way!
“There's nothing we want or need from each other except to float around and enjoy the light.”
“If there's a secret I could whisper, and that you could keep, it would be that it's all inside you already.”

Week 6

Part 3 – From Soul to Spirit

Chapters 34, 35, ?

34 – Golden Lotus Cave – “Hotep”… preparing the soul for the ‘nectar of the Gods’. 183

95%

Billy is in a field of living neon bright red and purple roses – with dancing petals; inspired by Shvara
A dome of light becomes The cave of Creation as Shvara dances enticingly with a violet flame
Past lives are revealed as the Goddess chants: The bigger the lotus, the deeper the mud. The Elixir!
He’s my dragon, my protector! He honors his dragon and it disappears, creating the VOID! 187
Billy’s conscious awareness becomes “All-ness” in the “nothingness” … Divinity!
Walking by the bay I could feel Billy everywhere. “I will never leave you.”

35 – White Light Brothers – Billy often said that nature is healing - walk in the woods 189 98%
Autumn,“Good morning” Billy is pulled back, into the density of light (falling like snow) … shadows
Meet the White Light Brothers (and females) … Ghandi … King … You can feel this light! 190
I am about to shed my soul … it’s a great relief to take off the suit.
With the help of the Brothers, from pure soul I am becoming pure spirit – to another universe …
flickering as a beam of light into the unknown, flickering as a flame of pure Spirit in and out of
consciousness, flickering from being to non-being and back again … I ask only that you remember my love!

SUMMARY – Have you changed any of your ideas, concepts or beliefs about An Afterlife?
What is different now, than when we began this class? Do you feel different in any way?
Is it possible that “With God, ALL things are possible” … with NO LIMITATIONS?
Do you now have a different idea about what “Perfection” really is?
Might this life and reality already be “perfect” … the perfection of All-That-IS upon the earth?
Should we really be taking life so seriously? Or, might we live and love more joyously?
"lighten up just a little bit more as you enjoy the journey to your heart and enlightenment“ Dr. James M. Peebles
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KINDLE HIGHLIGHTS
Turn to nature to pardon some of the difficulty you have to bear. Nature has more light than
anything else on your planet. (p. 32).
And really, darling, there is no one to forgive, because we signed up to do this dance together before
we were born. (p. 62).

After you die, you spend a lot of time, solo time, exploring yourself as a Universe. Do you believe
that? You are the Universe. But society teaches you different. Society teaches limitation. Believe me,
Annie, everything you ever need is already inside you. And who you really are is far beyond your
comprehension. (p. 73).
Remember, the blue-white light is always inside you. And every day, by remembering it, you feed it, and
it will grow. When life is joyous, the light will be there. When there is hardship, the light will also be
there. (p. 95).
Know that the shadow is illusory and temporary. Bliss, ultimately bliss and light, are the truer and
stronger reality. (p. 95).
Make your life as interesting as you can. Take chances. Go after your dreams. (p. 107).

Humans have but one model - themselves. Thus, have you made God (the most magnificent energy
in all the universes) in your image, like an old fashioned "parent“.

HIGHLIGHTED IN THE KINDLE VERSION
“Although all beings come from the same Source, within each individual blossom, within
our differences, lies the pleasure of creation. In its multitudinous glorious playfulness, the
Infinite creates diversity, so there are many soul tribes. Each tribe has its special
explorations to undertake on earth.” (p. 121)
“How noble is the journey of each human being, from Divine to dust and back again. How
brave to enter a body and dance the dance of existence only to lose everything imagined
to be true in the moment of death.” (p. 178).
“Life is a Divine mysterious impulse to be tasted and then released. Although everything
in your life is destined to change, I wish that the sweetness of the celestial elixir you and I
have shared will forever remain on your lips. “ (p. 186).

“Just as our bodies are the carriers of our souls, our souls are the carriers of our Spirit.”
Kagan, Annie (2013-03-01).The Afterlife of Billy Fingers: How My Bad-Boy Brother Proved
to Me There's Life After Death (p. 191). Hampton Roads Publishing. Kindle Edition.
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Join this Summer class offered at Prescott OLLI, June-July 2016
How My Bad Boy Brother Proved to Me There is Life After Death.

Based on this book.

Facilitated by Rev. John M. Kohlenberger

Recommended Internet Searches:
www.facebook.com/AfterlifeBillyFingers/photos/
https://search.yahoo.com/yhs/search?hspart=btbar&hsimp=yhs002&type=br112dm43bs03af119557&p=billy%20fingers%20quotes
Shvara Lohana Sings:
We are the dream of the Universe
We are the whim of the Infinite
The breath and the breather
The enemy and the friend
If this is illusion
I'll bow to it
Ava lo ke tash shvara
Ava lo Tara
Ava lo ke tash shvara
Ava lo Tara

The Chorus Mysticus:
All that is temporary is merely an image
That which is unattainable
Here becomes possible
The indescribable
Here it takes place
The eternal-feminine
Draws us on high
Eternal eternal.

NOTE:
Each human life,
death and afterlife is
a unique experience,
as each of us creates
it with the ABCs of
Creation: Our
personal Awareness,
Beliefs, Choices,
desires, energy, fears, gusto,
health,
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HEALING CHAMBER
A Place of De-Light
Billy: I wasn't aware of traveling at any particular speed. I just felt light and unburdened as the sucking motion
drew me up inside a chamber of thick silvery blue lights. People who have near-death experiences sometimes
say they went through a tunnel. I'm using the word “chamber” because a tunnel has sides, but no matter what
direction I looked, there was nothing but light for as far as I could see.
And even though I didn't have my body anymore, it felt like I did and that it was being healed. The lights in the
chamber penetrated me and made me feel better and better as they pulled me up. It wasn't just the wounds
from my car accident that were being healed. In the first nanosecond that the lights touched me, they erased
any harm I suffered during my lifetime: physical, mental, emotional, or otherwise. - (p. 12).
And the main event was the silvery lights and their party atmosphere. Those healing lights had a festive
feeling, they were cheering me of, telling me "Welcome home, son". I can't say how long I was floating up the
healing chamber, because I no longer have a sense of time. But I can say that chamber was some kind of
cosmic birthing canal that delivered me into this new life. - (p. 13)
Billy's advice to us: Turn to nature to pardon some of the difficulty you have to bear. Nature has more light
than anything else on your planet. Then instead of your usual meditation, thin about the healing chamber. ...
it's not far from your world. I know you felt it when I described it to you. - (p. 32).
Annie's Healing: I lay down on my bed, closed my eyes, and tried to imagine being inside the healing
chamber. Soon, I felt silvery light surround me like a spotlight. My cells began twinkling like tiny stars as the
light pulled these stars upwards, out the top of my head and into itself. When I got up, I felt as if I'd just
showered in a waterfall of pure energy. Instead of feeling the light inside me, I was now inside the light. I
remained in that state of bliss for hours, drinking tea, eating by the fire, composing at my keyboard. My eyes
were open the whole time, eyes open. - (p. 33)
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